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Active listening examples
In today's world of high technology and high stress, communication is more important than ever, however we spend less and less time really listening to each other. Authentic and attentive listening has become rare. Active listening skills can help build relationships, solve problems, ensure understanding and avoid conflicts. By becoming a better
listener, you will improve your productivity at the workplace, as well as your ability to drive a team, convince and negotiate. Active listening requires the listener to concentrate completely, understand, respond and then remember what is said. Make a conscious effort to listen and understand the full message that is spoken, rather than passively
listen to the speaker message. In this article, we will cover the following: Why is listening important? Benefits of Active Listening What makes a good listener verbal and non-verbal signs of active listening Four different listening styles Examples of active listening Barriers Effective listening Tips to become an effective listener listening exercises Why
listen is important? Listening is the most fundamental component of communication skills. Listening is not something that only happens, listening is an active process in which a conscious decision is made to listen to and understand the speaker messages. Active listening also concerns patience, listeners should not interrupt with questions or
comments. Active listening involves giving the other person time to explore their thoughts and feelings, they should be given the appropriate time for this. We spend a lot of time listening to Various studies underline the importance of listening as communication skills. The studies on average say that we spend 70-80% of our wake hours in some form
of communication. Of that time, we spend about 9 percent writing, 16 percent reading, 30 percentto speak, and 45 percent listening. studies also confirm that most of us are poor and inefficient listeners. most of us are notgood in listening, research suggests that we remember less than 50% of what we feel in a conversation. Benefits of active
listening There are many important benefits of active listening, these include: It builds deep trust - While you cultivate the habit of listening sincerely, invite people to open up. They can perceive that you will not jump to conclusions based on superficial details. They also realize that you care enough about them to listen carefully. While building trust
takes time, it leads to great benefits such as life friendships and a promise of help in difficult times. Increase your perspective - Your perspective in life is not the complete truth or as everyone else sees it. The way you understand life from your beliefs and your thinking is just a way to look at it – listening to other people's perspectives allows you to
look at life from different perspectives, some of which you may not have thought before. Strengthen your patience - The ability to be a good listener takes time and you need to develop it with regular efforts over time. But while gradually it improves and better in listening, an automatic benefit is that patience develops. Patience to let the other person
express his feelings and thoughts honestly while not judging. It makes you approach - How you present yourself as a patient listener, people feel more naturally prone to communicating with you. By standing there for them, give them the freedom to express their feelings. Increases competence and knowledge - Great listening skills make an employee
more competent and capable, regardless of their position. The more an individual can get information out of the meetings, the instructions and reports provided to him, the more efficient and successful will be at the completion of the task. Listening also builds knowledge and helps meet the requirements ofthrough progressive learning. Save time and
money - Effective listening not only reduces the risks ofand errors that could be very harmful to business, save time and money avoiding starting a task or project again, just because the given directives were misunderstood. Employees do not waste precious time and a specific budget assigned to a project. Helps detect and solve problems - As a
leader, they should always be careful about what employees have to say. In the workplace, they are the first to identify defects and find suggestions for improvements. Listening to colleagues will help you understand what needs to be changed and worked to maintain talent and improve. Good listeners actively strive to understand what others are
really trying to say, regardless of how unclear the messages could be. Listening involves not only the effort to decode verbal messages, but also to interpret non-verbal signals such as facial expressions and physical posture. Effective listeners ensure that others know that they were heard and encourage them to fully share their thoughts and feelings.
It is also necessary to show to the person who speaks that you are listening through the nonverbal signs, how to maintain visual contact, announcing your head and smiling, agreeing by saying 'Yes'. By providing this feedback the person who speaks will usually feel more comfortable and communicates more easily, openly and honestly. Improve your
active listening skills in our online training course. Hearing vs. Hearing is an accidental and automatic brain response to sound that requires no effort. We are surrounded by sounds most of the time. For example, we are used to the sounds of cars, builders and so on. We hear those sounds and, unless we have a reason to do otherwise, we learn to
ignore them. The hearing is: the unintentional listening effortlessly, instead, is targeted and focusedthat accidental. As a result, it requires motivation and effort. Listening, at best, is active, concentrated, concentratedthe purpose of understanding the meanings expressed by a rapporteur. Listening means paying attention not only to history, but to
how it is said, to the use of language and voice, and to how the other person uses his body. In other words, it means being aware of verbal and non-verbal messages. Your ability to listen effectively depends on the degree you perceive and understand these messages. Listening is: Focused Voluntary Intentional verbal and non-verbal signs of active
listening skills It is a horrible feeling to talk to someone and realize that they are not really listening. There are a few simple steps that you can take to let the speaker know that you are actively listening, such as asking relevant questions, positive body language, announcing and maintaining visual contact. Non-verbal signs of active listening People
are listening to are likely to display at least some of these signs. However, these signs may not be appropriate in all situations and cultures. Smiles - small smiles can be used to show that the listener is paying attention to what is said or as a way to agree or be happy about the messages received. In combination with head nodes, smiles can be
powerful in affirming that messages are heard and understood. Visual contact - is normal and usually encouraging for the listener to watch the speaker. The visual contact can however be intimidating, especially for the most shy speakers – measuring how visual contact is appropriate for any situation. Combine visual contact with smiles and other
nonverbal messages to encourage the speaker. Posture - can say a lot about the sender and receiver in interpersonal interactions. The attentive listener tends to lean slightly forward or laterally while sitting. Other active listening signsinclude a slight inclination of the head or lean the head on one side. Distraction - the active listener will not be
distracted and therefore will abstente from the fidgeting, looking at aor look, doodling, play with hair or collect finger nails. Active listening verbal signs Positive Strengthening - this can be a strong sign of attention, however too much use can be annoying for the speaker. Occasional words and phrases, such as: “very good”, “yes” or “indeed” will
indicate that you are paying attention. Remembering - try to remember some key points, like the speaker name. It can help to strengthen that what is said has been understood. Remembering the details, ideas and concepts of previous conversations prove that attention has been maintained and it is likely that you encourage the speaker to continue.
Questioning - the listener can show that they have paid attention by asking relevant questions and/or making statements that build or help clarify what the speaker said. Asking relevant questions the listener also helps to strengthen that they have an interest in what the speaker said. Clarification - this involves asking questions of the rapporteur to
ensure that the correct message has been received. Clarification usually involves the use of open questions that allow the speaker to expand on some points as necessary. Four different styles of listening If listening was easy, and if all people had done it in the same way, the task for a public speaker would be much easier. 1. People oriented The
listener oriented to people is interested in the speaker. They listen to the message to learn how the speaker thinks and how they feel about their message. For example, when people-oriented listeners listen to an interview with a famous musician, they will probably be more curious than the musician as an individual than the music. 2. Action-oriented
listeners are mainly interested in finding out what the speaker wants. Do the speaker want votes, donations, volunteers or anything? Sometimes it isfor an action-oriented speakerthrough descriptions, evidence and explanations with which an orator builds his case. For example, when you are a passenger on a plane, a flight attendant provides a short
security briefing. The flight attendant just says he's got to get in to leave. An action-oriented listener finds a message more convincing than a message on the underlying reasons. 3. Content-oriented listeners are interested in the message itself, if it makes sense, what it means, and if it is accurate. Content-oriented listeners want to listen to well
developed information with solid explanations. 4. Time People using a time-oriented listening style prefer a message that comes to the point quickly. Time-oriented listeners can become impatient with slow delivery or long explanations. This type of listener can be receptive only for a short amount of time and can become rude or even hostile if the
speaker expects more attention. Read more about listening styles, read The importance of listening - Listen to styles Here are some examples of statements and questions used with active listening: Paraphrasing - "So, do you want us to build the new school in the old style?" Short verbal statement - "I appreciate the time you took to talk to me" Asking
open questions - "I understand you are not satisfied with your new car. What changes can we make?" Asking specific questions - "How many employees did you hire last year?" Mentioning similar situations - "I was in a similar situation after my previous company made me redundant." Summary Questions - A job candidate who summarizes their
understanding of an unclear question during an interview. Notice people talking - A meeting facilitator who encourages a quiet team member to share their views on a project. Summarizegroup - a manager who summarizes what was said in a meeting and check with others that is correct. barriers toListening Everyone has difficulty staying fully
concentrated during a presentation or a long conversation, or even relatively short messages. Some of the factors that interfere with good listening may exist beyond our control, but others are manageable. It is useful to be aware of these factors so that they interfere as little as possible with the understanding of the message. Here are some key
barriers: Improve your active listening skills in our online training course. 1. Noise Noise Noise is one of the greatest factors to interfere with listening; can be defined as anything that interferes with your ability to participate and understand a message. There are many types of noise, the four that are most likely to encounter in public situations
talking are: physical noise, psychological noise, physiological noise and semantic noise. 2. Attention Span A person can only keep the focus for a finite length of time. Many people claimed that the modern public lost the ability to support attention to a message. If these concerns are well founded, you probably have noticed that even when your
attention is pasted to something where you are deeply interested, sometimes you stop doing something different, such as getting a drink. 3. Receiving files A good listening involves keeping an open mind and keeping judgment until the speaker has completed the message. On the contrary, biased listening is characterized by jumping to conclusions;
The blamed listener believes: "I don't need to listen because I already know." The recipient's offers can refer to two things: biases with reference to the speaker and ideas and opinions preconceived on the subject or the message. Everyone blames me, but the good listeners keep them under control while they listen. 4. Listening Learning This is the
fear thatcould be able to understand the message or process the information correctly or be able to adapt your thinking to include new information consistently. In someyou might worry that the information presented will be too complex for you to fully understand. Tips to become an effective listener and improve active listening skills Tips to help you
develop effective listening skills. Dealing with the speaker and keeping the eye contact Talking with someone while scanning the room, studying a computer screen, or looking out the window is like trying to hit a moving target. How much of the divided attention of the person are you getting? Fifty percent? Five percent? In most Western cultures,
visual contact is considered a fundamental ingredient of effective communication. When we talk, we look in the eyes. Make your conversational partners the courtesy of addressing them. Put aside documents, books, phones and other distractions. Look at them, even if they don't look at you. Shyness, uncertainty or other emotions, along with cultural
taboos, can inhibit visual contact in some people in some circumstances. Be careful and relaxed Give the speaker your indivisible attention, and recognize the message. Recognize that non-verbal communication is very powerful. To be careful: Keep the visual contact with the speaker Heading to the speaker Pay attention to what is said Put aside
thoughts distracted Mentally shield distractions, such as background activity and noise. In addition, try not to focus on the rapporteur's accent or on the manner of speech at the point where they become distractions. Finally, do not be distracted by your thoughts, feelings or prejudices. Listen without judging the other person or mentally criticising
the things he tells you. If what he says alarms you, go ahead and feel alarmed, but don't tell yourself: "Well, that was a stupid move." As soon as you indulge in bemusementsyou have compromised your effectiveness as a listener. Listen without jumping to conclusions and not interrupt to finish their sentences. Remember that the speaker is using the
language forthoughts and feelings within his brain. You don't know what those thoughts and feelings are and the only way to find out is to listen. Do not interrupt or cut them children taught that it is rude to interrupt. I'm not sure the message is going through. Certainly the opposite is shaped on most talk shows and programs of reality, where strong,
aggressive behavior, in the face is condonate, if not encouraged. Interruption sends a number of messages: I'm more important than you, than what I have to say is more interesting than I don't care what you think I don't have time for your opinion. We all think and talk at different prices. If you are a quick thinker and an agile speaker, the weight is
on you to relax your pace for the slower, more reflexive communicator, or for the boy who has difficulty expressing himself. Ask questions to clarify what they are saying When you don't understand something, you should obviously ask the rapporteur to explain it. But rather than interrupt, wait until the speaker stops. Then say something like, "Return.
I didn't know what you just said..." Ask questions and summarize to ensure understanding When the person who speaks has finished talking, ask questions relevant to what they are saying – try not to lead people in directions that have nothing to do with where they thought they were going. Sometimes we go back to the original topic, but we don't do
it very often. You can also summarize the conversation to make sure you understand the whole person is trying to say – this works well at networking events at the end of conversations, also gives you an excuse to switch to another conversation. Try to feel what the speaker hears Empathy is the heart and soul of good listening. To experience empathy,
you have to put yourself instead of the other person and allow yourself to feel what it is like to be her at that time. It's not.easy to do. He wants toand concentration. But it is a generous and useful thing to do, and facilitates communication as nothing else does. From regular feedback to the speaker Show to understand where the speaker comes from
by reflecting the feelings of the speaker. If the speaker's feelings are hidden or unclear, then occasionally paraphrase the message content. Or simply nod and show your understanding through appropriate facial expressions and an occasional "uhhuh". Pay attention to non-verbal strains Most face-to-face communication is not verbal. We have a lot of
information about each other without saying a word. When face to face with a person, it is possible to detect enthusiasm, boredom, or irritation very quickly in the expression around the eyes, the set of the mouth, the slope of the shoulders. These are clues you can't ignore. When you listen, remember that words only convey a fraction of the message.
To read these listening tips in more detail, visit 10 steps to effectively listen to virtual reality listening skills Practice your listening skills in realistic virtual scenarios. For example, in our Networking VR course, you get marked on your visual contact, conversation memory and more. VR opens up new opportunities to practice active listening skills in a
variety of scenarios, including networking events, team meetings and conferences. Emmarize conversation exercise For a week, try to conclude every conversation where the information is exchanged with a summary. In conversations that translate into future activities agreements, the synthesis will ensure an accurate follow-through. Followed.
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